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1 CARBON FEEDRATE 4/1/2010 0:00 7:59 11 12 MALFUNCTION: Facility was tripped off-line by 
electric grid malfunction.  Carbon Feeder tripped at 
the beginning of the upset and was not restarted 
until ~35 minutes into the event.  The one hour 
average carbon feed for the hour was only 5 pph.  
One hour dismissable due to the malfunction.  
Optimized carbon feed rate is 10 lb/hr. 
Recalculated 8-hr block average is 12 lb/hr.  This 
is not a deviation because it is a SSM event 3-
hours or less in duration.  It is being reported for 
informational purposes only.

Reset carbon feeder after grid upset.

2 CO 1/16/2010 1:15 3:59 77 69 MALFUNCTION: The boiler was being started up 
from a cold iron outage.  The bypass condenser 
level controller malfunctioned causing control 
problems during start-up.  The third hour of the 
start-up had elevated CO.  One hour dismissable 
due to the controller malfunction.  The recalculated 
4-hr block average is 34 ppmc.  This is not a 
deviation because it is a SSM event 3-hours or 
less in duration.  It is being reported for 
informational purposes only.

Brought boiler on line manually, minimizing CO.  
Found faulty air regualtor on bypass condenser 
level controller.  Replace regulator.

2 CO 4/1/2010 4:00 7:59 226 69 MALFUNCTION: Facility was tripped off-line by 
electric grid malfunction.  Unit 2 combustion was 
upset while reducing load.  Superheater safety 
lifted and would not automatically reset.  4-hour 
block based on only 3 hours of valid data.  One 
hour dismissed.  Recalculated 4-hr block average 
is 36 ppmdc.  This is not a deviation because it is 
a SSM event 3-hours or less in duration.  It is 
being reported for informational purposes only.

Called in vendor to reset safety.  Regained 
combustion equillibrium and adjusted grate speed 
and air flow to minimize emissions.  CEMS needed 
resetting which resulted in loss of one hour of data 
from 03:00 - 03:59.
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2 CO 5/2/2010 22:00 23:59 110 69 STARTUP: Boiler brought on-line after scheduled 
cold iron outage.  Unit used to bring turbine on-
line.  4-hour block based on only two operating 
hours.  One hour of the two operating hours is 
dismissable resulting in a 4-hour block based on 
only one hour.  The recalculated 4-hr block 
average is 8 ppmdc.  This is not a deviation 
because it is a SSM event 3-hours or less in 
duration.  It is being reported for informational 
purposes only.

Followed standard operating procedures to start-
up boiler after cold iron outage.

2 CO 6/14/2010 12:00 15:59 625 69 MALFUNCTION: ID fan tripped resulting in upset 
of combustion.  FD fan and gas burners also 
tripped out due to safety interlocks. Stopped 
feeding refuse.  Loose wiring on terminal strip was 
identified as cause.  Two hours dismissable due to 
malfunction.  The recalculated 4-hr block average 
is 15 ppmdc.  This is not a deviation because it is 
a SSM event 3-hours or less in duration.  It is 
being reported for informational purposes only.

Identified loose wiring, and repaired, lit gas burners 
to stabilize combustion, resumed feeding refuse.
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